Metrotile
The lightweight stone-coated steel
roofing systems
Metrotile ® is manufactured by the Ross Roof Group who has been involved in
the roofing industry since 1942. RRG is an innovative and dynamic manufacturer
and supplier of stone-coated steel roofing tiles. With their roofing tiles now
installed in over 80 countries and proven in some of the most extreme weather
conditions, the Ross Family has gained status as a world leader in roofing.
The Metrotile product range comprises of nine distinct profiles: Classic, Antica,
Bond, Shake, Shingle, Tudor, Royal and CF Shingle . This range caters for all types of

construction, from residential to light-commercial and public works.
All of Metrotile’s roofing products are fabricated from Zincalume®-protected
steel. Metrotile’s textured finish provides added protection by embedding
natural stone granules in an acrylic base-coat. A final clear acrylic over-glaze is
applied before being oven cured. This extremely durable UV protection coating
enables Metrotile roofing products to withstand the harshest environments
around the world and retain their look for decades to come. Metrotile roofs are
earthquake, fire and freeze/thaw resistant and can withstand hurricane-force
winds of up to 190kph.
Available in a wide range of colours, Metrotile products are lightweight, versatile
and easy to install. Because Metrotile is ISO 9001 accredited, a Metrotile roof
will not only safeguard your investment but will also give you complete peace of
mind because it’s backed by a comprehensive Metrotile warranty.

Tudor
For a more traditional or solid enduring look of a clay tile, yet without the weight, the Tudor range is one of our most popular profiles.

Classic
For one of our most popular profiles, the Classic’s clean
lines and sloping edges create added depth and enhance
dimension to your roofline.

Shake
For a textured finish with wood-grain appearance of
traditional shake. Deep ribbed profiles add dimension and
shadow lines to create visual contrast.

Bond

Royal

Shingle

For a low profile shingle appearance, yet with the strength
and durability of a press metal tile, the Royal profile is the
ultimate product.

For the subtle look and charm of low-profile traditional
shingles, yet with all the strength and durability of a stone
coated steel tile.

Antica
For the strength and graceful feature of the Mediterranean
tile, the Antica profile is the ideal choice.

For a distinctive scalloping profile that complements any
architectural style, with the lightweight advantages of a steel tile.

CF Shingle
CF Shingle has been specifically designed to resemble the
look of traditional Asphalt Shingles but without the inherent
ongoing issues that many home owners face.

Roman
For the authentic look of a traditional natural clay roof used
throughout the Mediterranean, the Roman profile is the ideal
choice.
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